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Aim:
Evaluate the OpenXT project as a new developer.
Understand the onboarding experience.

Approach:
Look for the stable release to download and get familiar with.



We don't have a stable release available, so
what is involved in producing one?

    * Define the acceptance criteria

    * Build the software
    * Test the software
    * Develop any necessary fixes for defects found
    * Repeat the above as necessary
            -> redefine acceptance criteria if necessary
        
    * Document the behaviour
            -> Docs
            -> Release notes

    * Stakeholder's sign off on release deliverables:
            -> binaries, source, docs.
    * Tag source code and archive the bits.



So: Testing



Input material: 882 test cases in a XML dump.

Still to process: OpenXT Confluence wiki content.



Aim: Enable methodical testing.

Approach:

* Collect all test cases into an accessible location.

* Track which test cases are executed on:
        * which software
        * and which hardware
        * by whom
        * when
        * what the results are
        * and link to related defect reports (in JIRA)

* Enable metrics and progress reporting.



TCMS: Test Case Management System

Software tool to manage testing data
and activities.



Within the (apparent) OpenXT infrastructure budget contraints:

Software:

* Open Source options were evaluated: none are good.

* Klaros is a commercial product that offers a free-of-cost tier
   for on-premises (rather than cloud) deployments.
   http://www.klaros-testmanagement.com/

Hosting:

* RedHat OpenShift offers a free-of-cost PAAS tier.
        * Additional support available for Open Source projects.



Actions: 

* Deployed Klaros to OpenShift

* Wrote translator for the XML dump of test cases
   to Klaros import format.

* Imported all test cases.

* Created initial Test Suites.



http://testing-openxtstack.rhcloud.com/klaros-web/























Conclusions:

* Klaros looks suitable for what we need.
        * Can enable methodical distributed testing in the community.

        * Instances can be deployed both on-premises
           and in the cloud => public and private deployments ok.

* OpenShift performance is variable and generally slow.
        * More resources or alternative hosting are required.


